Localize the Remedy

Community Efforts Can Ameliorate Poor Quality of Care

—By Elizabeth A. McGlynn
Message from the Editor

For the first time ever, a wealth of data exists on the quality of health care that has been delivered to fight the leading causes of death and disability in 12 U.S. metropolitan areas. The 12 communities, which collectively represent the types of communities in which most Americans live, can now use the new information to improve the quality of care in their own optimum ways, beginning with hard evidence about the unique strengths and weaknesses in care in each locality.

As Elizabeth McGlynn notes in her cover story, the information alone cannot do the job. Even high-tech, computerized, and automated information systems are merely necessary but not sufficient. Teams of doctors, nurses, and health educators need to use the information collaboratively. Local medical groups, regional health plans, public health clinics, and large employers need to join forces to tackle common problems of care in their communities. And patients, armed with information, need to do their part as well.

With respect to doing one’s part, military analyst James Quinlivan answers the chorus of voices, both conservative and liberal, that have called for a reinstatement of the U.S. military draft for the sake of securing Iraq and Afghanistan. In an instance of truly original thinking on Iraq, Quinlivan enumerates the conditions that would justify either an American or an Iraqi draft on behalf of that country—and the conditions that would not.

In a special expanded section of RAND Review, nine legal experts mark the 25th anniversary of the RAND Institute for Civil Justice by peering into the legal future. Some of the experts argue that American justice has strayed from its founding principles. Others argue that the justice system cannot defend its founding principles until it catches up with the modern age. Still others argue that some of the recently proposed changes to “reform” the system will lead it only further astray. But all of the experts agree that the future of civil justice relies on the gathering of unbiased information—a rare and precious commodity within a system built on competing positions of bias.

—John Godges
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Members of the “Pulmonica Puffers,” a group of pulmonary rehabilitation patients from a Christus Schumpert health facility in Shreveport, La., perform on harmonicas during their first concert on April 21. The music program not only is fun but also helps patients improve their airflow and strengthens their diaphragms. Puffers shown are Jimmie Sue Walsworth, Meta Rust, Marjorie Brown, and Bert Earley.
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Counterinsurgency in Iraq: Lessons Old and New

From Vietnam to El Salvador and now to Iraq, America has had mostly ill-fated experiences in fighting counterinsurgencies. Over the past 40 years, the United States has been frustrated in such operations, seemingly condemned to repeat past mistakes.

"It’s like the 1993 film, Groundhog Day, where Bill Murray plays an arrogant television weatherman fated to relive the same day—February 2nd—and the same unedifying experiences over and over," said RAND Washington Office Director Bruce Hoffman, who briefly served with the Coalition Provisional Authority in Baghdad during the spring of 2004 advising on counterterrorism and counterinsurgency. "But whereas Murray eventually rights his wayward path and attains true spiritual enlightenment, a similarly decisive epiphany has yet to occur with respect to America’s historical ambivalence toward counterinsurgency."

Prior to serving in Baghdad, Hoffman had written a study on insurgency and counterinsurgency, looking at what had gone wrong in Iraq and what it might bode for the future. Using primarily interviews with those involved in Iraq, along with secondary sources, the study had noted that the failure of the United States to adequately account for the “political dimension” at the heart of counterinsurgency—in other words, to plan, to implement, and to coordinate post-invasion stability operations—had arguably breathed life into the insurgency. Hoffman’s subsequent experience in Iraq confirmed his analysis.

Yet another inadequacy, Hoffman wrote, has been on the military side of the equation, particularly the inability to acquire actionable intelligence. He stressed the importance of relying on human intelligence in fighting insurgencies rather than on electronic intelligence and signal intercepts.

Even more ominously, Hoffman concluded, the ongoing insurgency in Iraq represents a new form of warfare involving loose networks of combatants who come together for a discrete purpose and then quickly disperse after achieving it. If the insurgency is a harbinger of the future, it has serious implications for how military forces should train, equip, and organize.

Over the past 40 years, the United States has been . . . seemingly condemned to repeat past mistakes.

British Businesses Increasingly Concerned About Terrorist Attacks

The percentage of British businesses expecting to experience some form of terrorist attack jumped from about a quarter in 2003 to more than a third in 2004—a 50 percent increase—according to a new study by RAND Europe and by Janusian Security Risk Management.

Based on a survey of 88 security and risk-management professionals at major British corporations, the study found that the growing concern in the business community is fueled by fears of al Qaeda and by instability in the Middle East. A staggering 93 percent of respondents believe that the war with Iraq has increased the threat of global terrorism.

Major terrorist attacks in Saudi Arabia, Istanbul, and Madrid over the last year all added to the sense of threat felt by businesses. But as Kevin A. O’Brien, a study author, said, it is interesting that the “Madrid attacks of 2004—which targeted the general public—were of greater significance threat-wise to businesses than the November 2003 Istanbul double bombings, which directly targeted the HSBC bank.”

On a positive note, only 16 percent of the respondents felt that security measures introduced since the 9/11 attacks have decreased their organization’s ability to achieve its business goals, with 54 percent feeling that security measures have been beneficial. David Claridge, another study author, noted that such attitudes “dispel the commonly held assumption that security is always a hindrance to businesses.”

For more information: www.janusian.com/survey.
The largest and most complex modernization plan in U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) history began in 1998. Then, in the wake of the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, the USCG became the largest organization in the newly formed U.S. Department of Homeland Security and was asked to perform expanded homeland defense duties and other maritime responsibilities in the war against terrorism in addition to its traditional missions.

Will the original plan to slowly but steadily replace and modernize aging assets—known as the Integrated Deepwater System Program, or simply Deepwater—provide the USCG with the right types and number of assets for the challenges it faces in the post 9/11 world? According to a RAND Corporation study, the answer is “no.”

Assuming the USCG intends to perform 100 percent of its mission responsibilities in the future, unlike during previous years of chronic underfunding, the USCG will need the capabilities of twice the number of cutters and 50 percent more air vehicles than it has been planning to acquire over the next 20 years.

Merely buying more of the same assets may not be the most cost-effective solution, according to lead author John Birkler. Instead, the study recommends a two-pronged strategy. The USCG should meet its mission demands by (1) accelerating and expanding the asset acquisitions in the current Deepwater program and, simultaneously, (2) identifying and exploring new platform options, emerging technologies, and operational concepts that could leverage those newly acquired assets.

First, the acquisition of new cutters and air vehicles can be accelerated from the original 20-year schedule to a 15- or 10-year timetable. Doing so would not significantly change the total acquisition cost but would roughly double annual expenditures. Acquiring the assets sooner would dramatically boost the USCG’s capability in the short term, enabling it to operate its cutters and air vehicles for many more mission hours and to increase the detection coverage area for airborne sensors. However, even more assets would be required to meet long-term needs.

Second, a successful strategy must also include new operational and technological alternatives. For example, stationary offshore platforms could be used as operating bases to leverage the capabilities of a variety of surface and air vehicles. Other options could include using airships or unmanned air vehicles to handle observation patrols for long periods of time, thus cutting the reliance on manned ships and air vehicles.


Assuming the USCG intends to perform 100 percent of its mission responsibilities in the future, . . . the USCG will need the capabilities of twice the number of cutters and 50 percent more air vehicles than it has been planning to acquire over the next 20 years.
California Medical Malpractice Law Alters Jury Awards in Uneven Ways

As Congress considers imposing new rules on states that have not already adopted restrictions on malpractice litigation, many proponents of such rules point to California’s Medical Injury Compensation Reform Act (MICRA) as a model for change.

California enacted the legislation in 1975 when the state faced a medical malpractice insurance crisis, with premiums skyrocketing and some medical specialists unable to find coverage. The law was passed in hopes of stabilizing the medical liability insurance market by limiting the size of awards and the frequency of defendant exposure to malpractice claims.

MICRA has two key provisions. First, it limits (or “caps”) to $250,000 how much a plaintiff can recover at trial for non-economic damages—such as pain, suffering, emotional distress, or mental anguish—but does not cap awards for economic damages—such as the costs of medical care or lost wages. Second, MICRA limits the fees that plaintiffs’ attorneys can collect, establishing a “sliding scale” that decreases the maximum allowable percentage paid to attorneys as the size of any trial award or settlement grows.

When juries in California render malpractice judgments, they do so without knowing the limits imposed by MICRA. Judges then adjust the awards, prior to entering the final judgment, to comply with the state law.

How has MICRA altered the verdicts being rendered by juries in these trials? According to a RAND Corporation study that analyzed data from 257 medical malpractice trials with verdicts in the plaintiffs’ favor from 1995 to 1999, 45 percent of the verdicts had non-economic damage awards that exceeded the MICRA cap and, as such, would have been reduced by the judge following trial. Jury awards in death cases were reduced more frequently than those with non-fatal injuries—58 percent of the time compared with 41 percent.

These reductions dramatically eased defendant liabilities in these cases. Aggregate final judgments (after any mandated reductions) were 30 percent less than what the juries had originally awarded. But because of the striking impact on attorneys’ fees caused by MICRA’s limits on awards and fees, the net recoveries (final judgment less attorneys’ fees) of plaintiffs in these cases averaged a more modest 15 percent reduction (see the figure).

One reason for restricting attorneys’ fees was to lessen the impact on plaintiffs from the award cap; indeed, the substantial reduction in fees paid to counsel wound up offsetting, to varying degrees, the effects of the $250,000 limit. The bar chart on the right shows that without MICRA, according to the study, the plaintiffs would have realized net recoveries of about $280 million. Because of the reduced attorneys’ fees, the net recoveries for plaintiffs dropped only 15 percent to $240 million under MICRA.

But these aggregate numbers hide significant differences in MICRA’s effects on different types of cases. Depending on the type of claim and size of the original jury award for non-economic loss, a plaintiff might have a better or worse net outcome as a result of MICRA.

For example, the net recoveries for plaintiffs with non-fatal injuries who originally had received jury awards of $250,000 or less in non-economic damages increased 19 percent, on average, under MICRA. In contrast, the net recoveries for plaintiffs in death cases whose original awards for non-economic damages had exceeded $1 million fell by an average of 64 percent.
Those with the severest non-fatal injuries (brain damage, paralysis, or a variety of catastrophic losses) had their non-economic damage awards capped far more often than those with injury claims generally. Brain damage cases, for example, were capped 65 percent of the time. Those with the severest non-fatal injuries had median reductions exceeding $1 million, compared with $286,000 for all injury cases.

Plaintiffs who lost the most money under MICRA in absolute terms were often those who suffered the severest non-fatal injuries as newborns or young children. These cases often had reductions of more than $2 million in non-economic awards. However, these cases also involved substantial economic awards (for lifetime medical treatment, attendant and custodial care, and rehabilitation) that were not affected by MICRA and that sometimes exceeded what the jury originally had awarded for non-economic damages. The end result was that the final judgments in these cases remained at relatively high levels even after any reduction.

In contrast, plaintiffs who lost the most money under MICRA in relative terms (i.e., losing the highest percentage of their total awards) were often those with injuries that led to relatively modest economic damage awards (about $100,000 or less) but caused a great loss to the quality of life (as suggested by a jury’s million-dollar-plus award for non-economic damages). Final judgments for these plaintiffs were sometimes cut by two-thirds or more from the jury’s original decision.

Not only would plaintiffs wind up with a much smaller relative recovery in these sorts of claims, but attorneys would also find their percentage-based contingency fees reduced markedly as a result of the post-verdict cap. “As a result of MICRA,” noted lead author Nicholas Pace, “plaintiffs may find it harder to find an attorney willing to represent them, especially when the claim involves a death or relatively small economic losses.”

MICRA appears to have had the intended initial result of limiting defendants’ expenditures, though at the price of altering the jury awards for certain types of claims more frequently and to a greater degree than others. Determining whether such savings have translated into reduced premiums, greater availability of coverage, and a more stable health care delivery system—the California legislature’s ultimate goals for MICRA—requires further analysis.

For more information: Capping Non-Economic Awards in Medical Malpractice Trials: California Jury Verdicts Under MICRA (RAND/MG-234-ICJ).
SINCE THE 1954 U.S. SUPREME COURT decision in Brown v. Board of Education struck down the “separate but equal” doctrine and mandated that America’s public schools be desegregated, efforts to implement the ruling have met with mixed success, both in the schools and in the courts. New research in the field shows that some schools are now resegregating, while there is evidence that the courts are less inclined to intervene in the public school system.

Since the 1964 Civil Rights Act, efforts to implement affirmative action policies have also had a contentious history. The Supreme Court’s 1978 Bakke ruling set limits that aimed to prevent affirmative action on behalf of minorities from coming at the expense of the rights of the majority. And while states like California, Washington, and Florida have recently taken steps to ban affirmative action, the Supreme Court upheld affirmative action in a 2003 ruling by arguing that the University of Michigan Law School could use race as one of many factors in admitting students.

As the nation reflects upon the 50th anniversary of Brown v. Board of Education and the 40th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act, now is an opportune time to ponder the question, “Whatever happened to integration?” In a wide-ranging and provocative talk at RAND, Glenn Loury, professor of economics at Boston University and director of the university’s Institute on Race and Social Division, presented some thoughts on the subject.

**Reconsidering Affirmative Action**

When Justice Sandra Day O’Connor delivered the majority opinion in 2003 upholding affirmative action, she argued that the need for affirmative action today is “extraordinary.” She elaborated: “We expect that 25 years from now, the use of racial preferences will no longer be necessary.”

Loury disagreed that affirmative action is an extraordinary measure for today, asserting that the need for it will continue as long as society retains a “demand for racial diversity.” That the demand still exists, he noted, is evident in the friend-of-the-court briefs submitted in favor of the 2003 ruling.

In one of those briefs, American businesses “made clear that the skills needed in today’s global marketplace can only be developed through exposure to widely diverse people.” The military filed a similar brief, arguing that a “highly qualified, racially diverse officer corps . . . is essential to the military’s ability to fulfill its principal mission to provide national security.”

If affirmative action were constitutionally banned, said Loury, institutions that still want to promote the goals of affirmative action would find the means to do so within the letter of the law. But he claimed that such “color-blind” means could be less effective, less efficient, and even less merit-based than the current “color-sighted” affirmative action policies.

For example, the “percentage plans” now in place in Texas and Florida guarantee admission to the pub-
lic university system for the top 10 and 20 percent of high school students, respectively. One drawback of such plans, according to Loury, is that they could admit a less-qualified African American student from a less-competitive inner-city school at the expense of a more-qualified African American student from a more-competitive suburban school.

**Closing the Racial Gap in Test Scores**

Loury acknowledged that there is still wide disparity between racial groups in the distribution of test scores and recognized the need to close the gap. But he argued that closing the racial gap might not be an appropriate goal for public policy, for two reasons.

First, he worried that framing the problem in racial terms could backfire if we tackle the problem and then fail to solve it. Such a failure could exacerbate racial stigma and further diminish the position of African Americans in society.

Second, he said that the gap may be a product of “African American culture” broadly defined, for example, as how African American parents raise their children or how African American kids respond to peer pressure. From a public policy perspective, closing the gap would thus put policymakers in the untenable position of trying to alter some aspects of African American culture.

For both reasons, Loury stressed the need to frame the public policy problem in a way that does not “racialize” the solution. The problem could be framed more inclusively, either as raising the test scores of all poor-performing students or of improving the way we, as a society, raise our children, regardless of race, and encourage them to resist peer pressure. In the latter case, he went on to suggest that efforts to influence African American culture from within the African American community itself (such as working with parents through community-based churches) would be better positioned to address this issue without racializing it.

**Overcoming Racial Stigma**

As for the route to integration, Loury said the focus of efforts during the past few decades has been on eliminating discrimination in “contract”—or formal discrimination against African Americans in the job market or in the educational system. Such a focus was the driving force behind both *Brown v. Board of Education* and the Civil Rights Act.

Loury argued for the need to switch the focus to overcoming discrimination in “contact”—informal discrimination against African Americans that constrains how they socialize and network and, thus, impedes their social and economic mobility. He said the root of discrimination in contact is an age-old stigma—a pervasive anti–African American bias that goes back to slavery and that finds one expression today in the disproportionate number of African Americans in the prison system. The stigma is so pervasive, he argued, that many African Americans have actually come to accept some of the negative images (such as that good educational performance is somehow not authentically African American) and have begun to live out those negative images.

Loury defined integration neither as an educational goal nor as a legal contract but as the “embrace of intimate social intercourse across racial lines.” Only that type of integration, he concluded, could overcome the historical stigma.
SINCE THE HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY virus (HIV) was first discovered in the early 1980s, 23 million people have died from it worldwide. Every day, nearly 20,000 people become infected. One of the major global sources of infection, in addition to intravenous drug use, is having unprotected sex with a sex worker.

Although using condoms can protect against HIV infection, condoms work only if they are used consistently. In Armenia, where HIV is rampant, only 10 percent of sex workers reported using condoms consistently. It is therefore not surprising that interventions worldwide have homed in on educating sex workers about the risk of HIV and the importance of using condoms.

Compared with Armenia, Mexico is a success story. Thanks to a massive public education campaign aimed at sex workers and their clients since the late 1980s, HIV prevalence among sex workers in Mexico is very low—less than 1 percent—and condom use is very high—around 80 percent. Despite this success, the government is still concerned about a potential outbreak and is considering a new education campaign targeted at sex workers.

But would an additional educational campaign directed at the same population make much of an improvement? This is the question addressed in a talk at RAND by Paul Gertler, professor of economics and public policy at the University of California, Berkeley.

**Sex on Demand**

Commercial sex is a business, one that has a supply side (sex workers) and a demand side (clients). As Gertler notes, most interventions focus on the supply side—educating sex workers, making it easier for them to get inexpensive condoms, increasing their negotiating skills, and creating safe and supportive work environments.

Gertler agrees that such a focus is effective (and necessary), but he argues that all the attention on the supply side ignores the demand side of the equation. Clients sometimes request sex without condoms and are willing to pay more for it. If they offer to pay enough, will sex workers—including the ones who know about the importance of using condoms and who would otherwise want to use them—decide that the risk of getting HIV is low enough to be worth taking?

To answer this question, Gertler surveyed more than a thousand sex workers in two Mexican states—Morelos, one of the country’s poorer states, and Michoacan, one of the wealthier ones—about their last three or four transactions. In earlier focus groups with sex workers and their clients, he found that the commercial sex business operates pretty much how people think it operates: The client and sex worker bargain with each other, with the client trying to determine price and services and the sex worker trying to gauge willingness to pay and service preferences. Most important, at least in Mexico, such negotiations routinely include a discussion of condom use.

In the survey, sex workers confirmed that condom use is widespread in Mexico. Eighty-three percent said they used condoms in all their transactions, while an
additional 12 percent said they used condoms some of the time. But of most interest is who suggested using or not using condoms.

When condoms were used, Gertler explained, 95 percent of the time it was because sex workers had suggested it. When condoms were not used, 68 percent of the time it was because clients had requested it. There appears to be little question that demand-side pressures contribute to the small but continuing problem of not using condoms.

If the Price Is Right

When sex workers agree to have unprotected sex upon request, Gertler found, they do so because the price for doing so is right, meaning that clients are willing to pay a premium. How high a premium? Based on his analysis, sex workers received an average of 23 percent more for unprotected sex (and up to 46 percent more if the workers were judged to be especially attractive).

The market works both ways. If clients suggest using condoms, then the clients pay 8 percent more for protected sex. And if sex workers are the ones who request sex without a condom, then they have to give clients a 20 percent discount. But unprotected sex usually comes at the client’s request.

Reducing the small percentage of transactions in Mexico that still don’t involve the use of condoms will require a demand-side solution, Gertler argues. One obvious alternative would be to educate clients about the need to use condoms—about the “joy of safe sex”—but trying to identify and educate clients would be difficult and prohibitively expensive.

Gertler proposes a more novel option: Use financial incentives to induce sex workers to use condoms. In other words, exploit the nature of the free market, and compensate sex workers for the money they would otherwise earn by agreeing to have unprotected sex. Fight demand with demand.

To do so, Gertler suggests relying on the “health certificate” that all sex workers must carry in Mexico (and, for that matter, in most of Latin America). In these countries, sex workers must periodically pay to be tested for HIV and sexually communicable diseases and to receive a certificate proving they are “clean.”

Such testing is expensive. But if the costs of the test are set precisely to match the premium that sex workers earn for unprotected sex—and if the sex workers who test clean can have their costs ultimately reimbursed—then the sex workers may be more likely to choose not to have sex without a condom. The Mexican government is considering a pilot test of such a program.

Education and Earnings

For countries like Mexico—where a massive public education program has been in place for years, where sex workers understand the dangers of HIV and the need for condom use, and where the prevalence of HIV remains low—the implications of the findings are clear: Focusing on the demand side of the equation makes sense.

But the work has broader implications for all countries. Education targeted at sex workers is certainly necessary, especially in countries like Armenia that have a high prevalence of HIV and low condom use. But education has its limits—“diminishing returns,” as Gertler contends. Demand-side pressure from clients will ensure that there are always cases where condoms aren’t used, despite excellent educational efforts. Therefore, every country should use complementary interventions that focus both on supply and on demand.

On the supply side, countries need to educate sex workers, increase their access to inexpensive condoms, and empower them. On the demand side, countries need to try a number of options, such as providing financial incentives to induce sex workers to use condoms all the time.
More than a year ago, we at the RAND Corporation reported that adults in the United States receive about 55 percent of the health care recommended for the leading causes of death and disability. To address this problem, we have called for the widespread adoption of electronic clinical information systems to improve care delivery and to increase accountability in the health system nationwide.

Because health care is delivered locally, the improvement strategies must be tailored to community needs. To begin, communities must develop an understanding about how well care is delivered in each community and about what solutions are possible to the problems that are identified.

Thanks to a grant from The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, we were able to examine the quality of care delivered over a two-year period in a dozen randomly selected U.S. metropolitan areas, each with populations above 200,000 (see Figure 1). No metropolitan area consistently had the best or worst performance in every category of care. However, the quality of care varied substantially by type of medical condition.

Most people in America do not believe that quality of care is a problem for them. Many think that the care delivered by their doctor, or in their community, is better than the care delivered in the nation as a whole. Our latest study found that such an assumption could be dangerous.

Highlights of the study are as follows:
- The overall performance was strikingly similar in all 12 communities studied. Overall quality ranged from 59 percent of recommended care delivered in Seattle to 51 percent in Little Rock and Orange County (see Figure 2). We found the same basic level of performance for chronic, acute, and preventive care.
- Quality of care varied widely by type of care, even within communities. Figure 3 shows that Little Rock had the highest score in preventing chronic disease (80 percent of recommended care delivered) but the lowest score in substance abuse counseling (32 percent delivered). As for chronic conditions, Figure 4 shows that Newark scored...
among the highest in treating hypertension (69 percent of recommended care delivered) but the lowest in treating depression (47 percent delivered). Likewise, Figure 5 shows that Cleveland and Syracuse tied for the best in treating cardiac conditions (70 percent of recommended care delivered) but were also among the worst in treating diabetes (44 percent delivered).

- Regarding preventive care in general, Figure 6 shows that all communities did a better job of immunizing patients and of preventing chronic disease through screening tests (such as measuring blood pressure) than they did delivering other types of preventive care (such as substance abuse counseling or prevention of sexually transmitted diseases and HIV).
- For an array of chronic conditions (from hypertension and cardiac conditions to depression, pulmonary problems, and diabetes), the quality of care once again varied both across conditions and across communities (see Figure 7).
- Quality of care for hypertension was consistently among the best for chronic conditions. Residents of Cleveland and Newark received 69 percent of the recommended care for hypertension, with residents of Phoenix, Seattle, and Syracuse close behind at 68 percent.
- Quality of care for depression and for pulmonary problems (asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) was lower than for hypertension and cardiac conditions. In 9 of the 12 communities, quality of care for diabetes was the lowest of all.

This kind of information, specific to local markets, is essential for setting priorities about how to allocate public and private resources most effectively. The information also brings the problems close enough to home to motivate action. Equipped with this kind of information, communities can target their resources toward areas such as immunizations, screenings for chronic diseases, educational prevention of chronic diseases, employer-based efforts, collaborations among universities and hospitals, or public safety initiatives.

**Underuse and Overuse**

Nationwide, we found that underuse of care was a greater problem than overuse. Patients failed to receive recommended care about 46 percent of the time, compared with only 11 percent of the time when patients...
did receive care that was not recommended and was potentially harmful (see Figure 8). The quality deficits pose serious threats to the health of the American public and translate into thousands of preventable complications and deaths per year. For example:

- Only 24 percent of diabetics had their average blood sugar levels measured regularly to assess whether treatment was effective. Poor control of blood sugar can lead to kidney failure, blindness, and amputation of limbs.

- Patients with hypertension received less than 65 percent of recommended care, and nearly 60 percent of the patients did not have their blood pressure well controlled. Poor blood pressure control is associated with increased risk for heart disease, stroke, and death. In fact, poor blood pressure control contributes to more than 68,000 preventable deaths annually.

- Only 45 percent of heart attack patients received beta blockers, and only 61 percent received aspirin—medications that could reduce the risk of death by more than 20 percent, contributing to an estimated 37,000 preventable deaths per year.

- Only 64 percent of elderly Americans were vaccinated against pneumonia. Nearly 10,000 deaths from pneumonia could be prevented annually through proper vaccinations.

- Just 38 percent of adults were screened for colorectal cancer. Routine tests and appropriate follow-up could prevent 9,600 deaths a year.

**Computers and Communities**

The first step in improving care is to ensure the routine availability of information on health care performance. Computerized information systems, such as those already in use by the U.S. Veterans Administration, automate the entry and retrieval of key data for this purpose. The information systems support clinical decisionmaking, quality measurement, and reporting. Installing these kinds of systems at health care facilities nationwide will require a major investment in health information systems.

Information is essential, but it is not enough. Once the information is available, teams of health professionals—doctors, nurses, and health educators—need to use the information collaboratively and quickly to identify the best course of care for each patient. In many cases, the teams also need to be able to explain the additional information—and the treat-
ment options—clearly to patients so that they can choose the treatments that are right for them.

On a larger scale, communities need to evaluate their local quality of care and to decide which local quality initiatives to pursue. Regional health plans, medical groups, and public health clinics often share patients. Therefore, those who work within each component of community care have an incentive to examine where the improvements need to be made to enhance the overall performance.

As part of this local evaluation, communities can also choose to come together and to tackle some problems at the regional or state level. For example, 43 medical groups and hospitals in Minnesota are collaborating to accelerate the adoption of best clinical practices, resulting in uniform practice guidelines for all six Minnesota health plans. In New York State, the collective monitoring and public reporting of mortality rates after coronary artery bypass graft surgery have successfully contributed to a decline in operative mortality.

Community-based solutions do not lie entirely within the health care system. Large employers could also provide leadership. In one community, the county health department developed an outreach program for retired public employees, inviting them to return to their former places of work for influenza and pneumococcal vaccines.

Public health departments could work jointly with local health insurers to offer additional services, such as community-based smoking cessation programs that could target all residents, regardless of insurance status. As yet another option, public and community health centers could offer screening and counseling programs for HIV, tuberculosis, and other infectious diseases.

Community-based education and outreach efforts could, in turn, activate patients to demand improved quality across many dimensions of care and to identify their own requirements of care. For example, several community-based organizations have developed guidelines to help patients assess whether they are receiving the care they need for selected health problems.

Perhaps most important, patients must take responsibility for their own care. They should consult with trusted sources to learn what kinds of preventive care or curative treatment they need. Patients should seek information from their physicians, from health care agencies that specialize in their personal conditions or diseases (such as the American Diabetes Association), and from organizations that set the standards for provision of preventive care (such as the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force).

Patients could then work with their physicians to ensure that they receive recommended care. Patients should not assume that their physicians will remember all that needs to be done. Patients can help their physicians provide good care by being active advocates for it.

Community-based solutions do not lie entirely within the health care system.

Cecile Crowdery, 77, works out at the Olympic Athletic Club in Seattle, Wash. She was one of 74,171 women aged 50 to 79 who participated in a government-funded study that found that women who had engaged in the equivalent of about 1.5 to 2.5 hours a week of moderate-intensity exercise had an 18 percent reduced risk of breast cancer.
Data and Beliefs

Because quality in most areas of care was uniformly poor, we could not draw firm conclusions about the effects on quality of unique local characteristics, such as income levels, poverty rates, insurance coverage, hospital capacities, or the penetration of health maintenance organizations into the regional health markets. These characteristics might not be decisive factors anyway in determining quality once patients obtain access to care. Previous RAND studies have found no relationship between variations in the rates of medical services used and the clinical appropriateness of those services.

Nevertheless, the design of local quality improvement programs should take into account the needs of the local population. In Miami, where 25 percent of the people live in poverty and where 23 percent of the people under age 65 are uninsured, the quality improvement programs will need to depend on public funding and to have a large outreach component. Conversely, programs in the Boston area, with only 10 percent living in poverty and only 8 percent uninsured, could rely more on the private health care system (see Figure 9).

Some people might be surprised to learn from our community study that performance was not better in areas with outstanding medical institutions compared with other areas. However, we examined the average quality of care delivered to adults within an entire metropolitan area, rather than the unique quality of care received at a specific facility, within a specific health care system, or from a specific doctor. Perceptions of quality in some cities may be driven by beliefs about the performance of benchmark doctors and institutions, whereas the experience of a broad cross-section of patients in those communities may be more variable.

Those who believe that there is no room for improvement in the quality of care delivered within their health care markets should test those beliefs. Objective assessments of quality are essential for identifying priorities for action, galvanizing support for such interventions, and allowing the community at large to benefit from any assessed effectiveness of the interventions.
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Medical Care, Medications Found Lacking Among Vulnerable Elderly

Nearly simultaneous with its reports on the poor quality of care nationwide, RAND released two additional reports on the poor quality of care received by America’s vulnerable elders. The two reports define “vulnerable elders” as people 65 and older with health problems that make them vulnerable to losing their independence or even to dying. Roughly one-third of U.S. senior citizens fall into this vulnerable category.

Quality of care for this population is deficient in several ways, according to the reports. Vulnerable elders
- receive recommended care for their age-related conditions only 31 percent of the time
- receive recommended care for other medical conditions only 52 percent of the time
- receive recommended medications for all conditions only 50 percent of the time.

The first report, published in the Nov. 4 edition of the Annals of Internal Medicine, concluded that “care for geriatric conditions is much less optimal than care for general medical conditions.” Geriatric conditions include dementia, mobility disorders, and urinary incontinence.

The study, which evaluated the medical conditions accounting for the majority of all medical care that older patients receive, found that care was inadequate for most conditions. There was also a wide variation in quality by condition, ranging from 9 percent of recommended care delivered for end-of-life care to 82 percent for stroke care (see figure). End-of-life care deals largely with the documentation of advance directives indicating treatment preferences and the incorporation of those preferences into the care delivered during the final days of life.

Many of the skills needed to carry out the processes of care for age-related conditions “may not be as well taught in medical school and primary care residencies” as other, more technical skills, according to the study. It concluded that efforts to improve care for vulnerable elders should “focus on the geriatric conditions that profoundly influence functional status.”

The second report, published six months later in the May 4 edition of the Annals of Internal Medicine, examined the quality of pharmacologic care for vulnerable elders at two U.S. managed care organizations. One is located in the northeast and one in the southwest.

The study found that physicians avoided prescribing inappropriate medications 97 percent of the time. However, physicians prescribed necessary medications only 50 percent of the time, provided patients with proper education and documentation about the medications 81 percent of the time, and properly monitored medicated patients just 64 percent of the time.

Health policy efforts have focused on finding ways to pay for the medications needed by older patients but not on ways to improve medication management. “Improvement in access to medications without quality assurance may result in a mere increase in care without change in outcomes,” the study warned.

Related Reading

The Quality of Health Care Received by Older Adults, RAND/RB-9051, 2004, 4 pp. Available at www.rand.org/publications/RB/RB9051/.


For Vulnerable Elders, Geriatric Care Is of Worse Quality Than General Medical Care

SOURCE: “The Quality of Medical Care Provided to Vulnerable Community-Dwelling Older Patients,” 2003.
The longer that U.S. troops remain heavily deployed in Iraq, stretching the limits of the all-volunteer force, the stronger (or at least louder) become the voices of those who want to reinstitute the U.S. military draft. The time has indeed come to bring back the draft, but not in the United States.

Three reasonable arguments have been made against reinstituting a U.S. draft to fill the need for troops in Iraq and Afghanistan:

1. The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan do not constitute a national emergency at the level that should reverse the U.S. commitment to an all-volunteer force. The United States is rich enough to pay enough to attract the required numbers of people to the military.

2. There is no feasible way to impose universal service on a large fraction of the more than two million young men (plus two million young women) who turn 18 every year in the United States, rendering conscription of some small fraction inherently unfair.

3. In the short period of a conscript’s service, he or she cannot be trained to the level of skill required for today’s professional military.

However true these statements may be for the United States, they are false for Iraq. In fact, the situation is the complete opposite for Iraq:

1. Iraq faces a national emergency that calls into question the survival of the Iraqi state. Limited to its own resources, Iraq is no longer a rich country that can afford to buy its way out of problems.

2. The Iraqi military, police, emergency, and public services can use a large fraction of the roughly 300,000 Iraqi males who turn 18 each year.

3. As in previous wars, counterinsurgencies, and difficult situations, Iraqi conscripts would qualify to fill the many military and civilian jobs that require courage, physical effort, and little training.

The interim Iraqi government is now considering calling back elements of the former Iraqi army. The government is also upgrading the skills of the volunteer Iraqi forces that were willing to enlist in the forces formed by the Coalition Provisional Authority. However, the need for manpower continues to grow. As the regular Iraqi forces improve their own performance, they also increase their ability to add lesser-skilled auxiliaries for more routine tasks. Sooner or later, either the interim government or its post-election successor will have to consider reintroducing the conscription that was a nearly universal feature of Iraqi life for decades before the U.S. and allied occupation.

Worth the Risk

It is now clear that Iraq faces an insurgency that genuinely threatens the Iraqi state. The interim government faces Iraqi insurgents who have some popular support and a continuing ability to thwart international reconstruction efforts.

To counter the insurgent threat, the new government has proclaimed that its most important duty is to provide security for the Iraqi people. The government must also demonstrate that it is the ultimate guarantor of the people’s rights and welfare.

In return, the ultimate test of the legitimacy of any Iraqi state is whether its citizens will defend it with their own lives. Providing security is a manpower-
hungry activity that can require many more people than are required by the actual battles with insurgents. Reintroducing conscription might alienate some factions or regions within Iraq, perhaps sparking defiance, but taking the political risk might be the only way to ensure the political integrity of the state.

Security requires the protection of the people as they move through their daily lives; it requires checkpoints to screen cars for bombs; and it requires guards who control access to markets, schools, neighborhoods, and the children who move between them. For the ordinary citizen, a sense of security must include protection from common crime as well as from politically motivated terrorism.

The first requirement is simply to add more guards and checkpoints. That is a big part of the solution. Highly visible security halts some attacks, deters others, removes some opponents, and reassures many citizens. The skills required for these jobs are the simplest of military and police skills. But the benefits of simple skills applied to commonplace tasks and universally accepted services should not be underestimated: Improvised explosive devices cannot be hidden in trash near roads if members of a labor force collect the trash along the roadside every morning.

At a more complicated level, the economic life of the country requires the protection of big industries and their associated distribution networks, most notably the oil industry and its web of pipelines. The economy also requires the protection of the electrical power plants and their network of high-voltage distribution lines. Even water and sewage systems have been targets and require renovation, repair, and protection.

To secure the utility infrastructure, the balance of effort might be shifted away from capital, or equipment, and toward labor. High-technology solutions that depend on special-purpose tools, foreign technicians, and high-priced security contractors can be too vulnerable. In a situation in which the invulnerability of large new facilities cannot be guaranteed, designing multiple smaller facilities that are more easily replaced or repaired with indigenous work crews kept on perpetual alert can be a more resilient approach to maintaining the infrastructure.

All of these sorts of options depend on the availability of manpower. The population pyramid of Iraq (see the figure) tells a common story of a population that is growing—and growing younger. The figure, which breaks the population into five-year age bands, shows that roughly 300,000 males turn 18 every year in Iraq. Under Saddam Hussein’s regime, 18 was the conscription age for most Iraqis who could not wangle a deferment, and a high proportion eventually served in the regime’s many conflicts.

These young men are certainly capable of learning the simple skills needed to help bring security to Iraq. Not much training would be required for many laboring jobs, and other military and police skills would be within the teaching ability of the improved Iraqi forces. More complicated skills associated with conscript gendarmerie, with constabulary forces, or with reserve police might be taught by many of our NATO allies that have such forces, including the British, the Dutch, the French, and the Spanish.

As with conscripts everywhere, such service would be not only a test of their mettle but possibly also a physical outlet for their nationalism. Moreover, every conscript productively employed in the service of his country is not readily available to the insurgent militias or to the violent crowds of unemployed youths that can erupt around any street incident. Absolute loyalty to the regime would not be required for the conscripts to contribute to an improved security situation.

As the ultimate test of a new nation, there is no substitute for its own people taking on the burdens of its defense. The Iraqi conflict has moved into a stage in which it is no longer a conflict for the Americans to win. Only the Iraqis themselves can win this counter-insurgency.
Foot in Mouth
Finding Better Uses for Policy Research

By Jonathan Grant, Mirjam van het Loo, Sally Ann Law, Silvia Anton, and Jonathan Cave

Three years ago, foot-and-mouth disease ravaged the United Kingdom, precipitating the slaughter of more than six million animals, the decimation of livestock farming, and a steep decline in tourism. The epidemic is estimated to have cost the country as much as $6 billion.

Managing the crisis placed heavy demands on research to discern the causes and likely progress of the epidemic, the relative efficacy and costs of slaughter or vaccination policies, the probable public responses, and the resulting distribution of economic consequences. In short, the epidemic was a very good example both of how governments depend on research in times of crisis and of why governments should plan for future research needs over the long term, if only to be prepared for these kinds of crises.

In cases such as foot-and-mouth disease, crisis management also depends on the informed reactions of others (farmers, supermarkets, slaughterhouses, consumers, and trade partners). Therefore, such situations cry out for innovative ways to communicate the results of scientific research and to explore the implications collectively.

The challenges of managing, using, and communicating research pertain to all areas of policymaking. In June 2002, the United Kingdom’s National Audit Office (NAO) asked RAND Europe to conduct a “value-for-money” study of how government departments procure research and how well that research is used to develop policies and to improve service delivery. Following the successful completion of this work, last year the NAO invited RAND Europe to become one of its strategic partners and to support its work through various projects (see sidebar).

Our initial report for the NAO, Getting the Evidence, concluded that while UK departments have been modernizing research procurement, more could be done to consolidate and to exploit the improvements. In general, we concluded, the departments needed

• more-strategic management and use of research
• more-proactive and more-innovative dissemination of research findings
• more sharing of research results across departments and over time.

These guidelines could help departments increase the value of research expenditures, not just in Britain but around the world. Typically, governments in developed countries spend between a half percent and a full percent of national gross domestic product (GDP) on research.

The European Union has set a target for each government to spend a full percent of national GDP on research by 2010, and so the importance of obtaining maximum value for research will only grow. In the sections below, we cite examples of some of the best practices that we have already identified in following our three overall guidelines.
More-Strategic Focus

Research goals help determine how research is commissioned and evaluated. All government departments in Britain are required to publish their research goals and strategies. However, the departments could generally do a better job of distinguishing between short-term and long-term goals. With respect to long-term goals in particular, departments should strive to balance long-term demand (the emergent research agenda) with long-term supply (research capacity and capabilities).

For help in clarifying long-term goals and developing and maintaining long-term capabilities, departments should regularly consult with research users and providers. Users include policymakers, nongovernmental organizations, private companies, the media, other researchers, and concerned segments of the general public. Providers include not just existing suppliers inside or outside government but potential suppliers as well.

One example of good practice that we identified for clarifying long-term goals is the “horizon scanning” program of the UK Department for Environment, Food, and Rural Affairs. The program identifies emerging scientific opportunities and risks, such as an increasing prevalence of tuberculosis in cattle, and explores novel ways of framing long-term research problems. The department identified new priorities through an Internet-based consultation that elicited 282 research ideas from more than 400 individuals working in research, government, industry, and nonprofit organizations.

Another example of good practice in nurturing long-term capabilities is a fellowship program funded jointly by the UK Office of the Deputy Prime Minister and the UK Economic and Social Research Council. The program is designed explicitly to build long-term research capacity in the areas of technical excellence and strategic thinking.

If research goals are clearly defined, then research questions can be clearly posed and research contracts can be prudently awarded. The first step in awarding the contracts is to ensure coherence between the competitive mechanisms and the intended uses of the research.

Research specifications can be direct (based on detailed requirements) or indirect (based on a general call for proposals on a broad topic, such as poverty elimination). Competition among bidders can be open (advertised to all interested parties) or closed (limited by invitation). Finally, evaluations of bids can be formal (relying on predetermined objective criteria for evaluating bids) or informal (relying on professional judgment and expertise).

Two examples illustrate the range of good practices we found. The UK Office of the Deputy Prime Minister regularly needs to answer specific questions about housing, homelessness, and urban issues, necessitating frequent competitions. To keep the process fairly open while managing costs, the office invites all bidders to submit preliminary letters of interest. Based on the letters, the office narrows down each competition to 3–6 contenders for a further, more-intensive, more-expensive, and more-objective review of detailed proposals.

In contrast, the policy mandate of the UK Department for International Development requires more general knowledge about social science. Therefore, competitions are indirect (broad in scope), open (to encourage new ideas), and informal (without prespecified research questions or methodologies). Technical experts (academics) judge the proposals. Research users (internal policy staff) review the relevance of proposals to departmental goals. This combination of technical and relevance review helps to guarantee the utility of the research and its translation into practice.

Quality assurance should be an integral part of research. Departments should go beyond the standard evaluation protocols of identifying appropriate statistical measures of quality, which do not necessarily ensure the validity of the research. Beyond the use of standard quantitative measures, departments should seek qualitative guidance from research users throughout the duration of the research.

Qualitative guidance could be gleaned from user surveys and from peer reviews. Peer reviewers could also synthesize the quantitative data with the qualitative surveys. The early involvement of potential users of different types of research will greatly increase the likelihood and value of its ultimate use.

The European Union has set a target for each government to spend a full percent of national GDP on research by 2010.
We found an exemplary approach already put into practice by the Canadian Health Services Research Foundation. Called “Linkage and Exchange,” the program stipulates the intimate involvement of potential research users in each stage of the research process: setting priorities, evaluating applications, funding projects, conducting research, and communicating results.

In setting priorities, the Canadian foundation hosts nationwide workshops every three years so that policymakers can establish research priorities for the ensuing five years. In evaluating applications, the foundation uses peer review panels, with equal representation of researchers and policymakers, to assess scientific quality and policy relevance. In funding projects, the foundation funds only half of the research costs, requiring joint sponsorship from other partners. In conducting research, the foundation requires each research team to include at least one policymaker actively engaged in the area under study. Finally, in communicating results, the foundation supports the dissemination of research evidence that pertains to a topic identified by the policymakers.

More and Better Dissemination

Policymakers and other research users often complained to us about the poor communication of research results. In fact, there was a widely perceived gap between what researchers produce and what policymakers need. We identified several reasons for the perceived gap and have begun to suggest ways to close it (see the table).

On the whole, departments are more likely to carry out “passive” dissemination of research (upon request), probably because the responsibility for dissemination has traditionally fallen to researchers themselves who, in turn, do not usually consider dissemination to be an intrinsic part of the research. Typically, researchers have no career incentive to disseminate their findings widely to policy audiences. Moreover, researchers often do not have access to relevant policy audiences beyond the departments commissioning the research.

But passive dissemination is insufficient. It breeds inefficiency and inconsistency. It breeds inefficiency because it encourages departments to duplicate the research efforts of one another. It breeds inconsistency because it drives departments to draw on separate pools of validated scientific knowledge, which not only hinders collaboration but could even lead departments to work at cross-purposes. Research managers...
should promote targeted and innovative communications strategies for several reasons: to increase the use of solid research, to inform policy, to improve service delivery, and to prevent inefficiency and inconsistency across a nation’s entire research agenda.

An exemplary dissemination practice is an Internet-based service established in 1997 by the UK Department for International Development. The aim of the service is to inform the policy debate by presenting information in a user-friendly and accessible manner. A team of in-house development researchers and freelance professional journalists works together to summarize the research reports into short “Research Highlights” that focus on the policy-relevant aspects of the research for a worldwide audience of policymakers and development practitioners.

**More Sharing of Results**

Following publication of *Getting the Evidence*, the UK Office of Science and Technology asked RAND Europe to run an interdepartmental workshop geared toward the possibility of initiating a network of UK government research managers. Science Minister Lord David Sainsbury opened the workshop. The Prime Minister’s Chief Scientific Adviser, Sir David King, closed the workshop. Participants concluded that they could identify and share good practices and help one another enhance the overall effectiveness of managing, commissioning, evaluating, using, and disseminating research.

The managers clearly want to learn from one another but have yet to identify appropriate interdepartmental mechanisms to promote such learning. Further discussions will be necessary to confirm whether a formal network is indeed the best way to achieve the goal.

Meanwhile, the tough questions facing researchers today will prove difficult to answer without closer coordination and clearer communication among researchers and policymakers. Many daunting scientific challenges—from foot-and-mouth disease to mad cow disease to genetically modified organisms—also involve entrenched political and economic interests.

Today’s questions often transcend scientific disciplines while opening the door to the dangers of parochialism, populism, and scientism. In these cases, research managers bear a tremendous responsibility to focus, to disseminate, and to share research so that the results can be the most relevant, the most understandable, and therefore the most useful to all.

### Closing the Gap Between What Researchers Produce and What Policymakers Need

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons for the Gap</th>
<th>Possible Ways to Close the Gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Research results are not easily accessible | • Technological solutions (web sites and email newsletters)  
• Use of communications analysis and science writers  
• Dissemination strategies mapping products to audiences |
| Poor understanding of policy questions by researchers | New forms of sustained engagement by researchers in policy consultations with umbrella research groups |
| Poor communication of research results by researchers | • Making translation of research an intrinsic part of the research project cycle  
• Requiring (and evaluating) a range of high-quality communications products tied to the research results  
• Adding incentives for future work based on the clear communication of current work |
| Poor understanding of research results by policymakers | • Requiring policies to be based explicitly and demonstrably on relevant knowledge (commissioned and extant)  
• Careful training of policymakers to ensure the “intelligent customer” role  
• More bilateral research partnerships between government and scientists |
| No direct, short-term relevance of research results for policy | • Early involvement of potential research users in research projects  
• Research portfolio management that aligns projects more closely with policy goals |
| Lack of resources for dissemination activity | • Contracts that include funding for dissemination  
• Contracts that include spin-off options, such as intellectual property rights, on research products  
• Career incentives, such as the consideration of dissemination activities in researcher salary reviews |

### Related Reading


For 25 years, the RAND Institute for Civil Justice (ICJ) has filled a critical need. The institute was founded in 1979 in response to two circumstances: (1) the growth of mass tort litigation targeted at the manufacturers of medical devices and pregnancy-related medications, which raised concerns about the availability of liability insurance and led to calls for tort reform; and (2) the absence of any single university or think tank in the United States with a body of knowledge on civil justice policy and operations. Policymakers were facing a mounting crisis in the civil justice system but were operating in a virtual vacuum of reliable information.

The Property-Casualty Insurance Council of the United States put up initial funding for an independent research institute within RAND dedicated to analysis of the civil justice system. Under the leadership of Gus Schubert, the new institute quickly obtained additional funding from plaintiff and defense attorneys, corporations, and trade and professional associations—parties with divergent interests to protect. And thus a unique institution—the only private, nonpartisan legal policy research institute in the United States, with a governing board that included many of the most distinguished leaders in the civil
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Although we have managed to aggravate some of our financial supporters, [they] usually come back to us because they know we call it like it is.

Pioneering Data
The ICJ has made a key contribution as a provider of empirical data on an overwhelmingly complex system. The “system” is really a collection of countless private disputes resolved in and out of a decentralized court system spread across the country. Collecting data on such a system is daunting, but the ICJ has risen to the challenge and conducted numerous studies, many of which remain the reference standards to this day. Among these pioneering studies are the following:

- trends in jury verdicts, originally using data from only Cook County, Illinois, and California in the 1980s but ultimately collecting and analyzing data from across the country (with 40 years of trend data from the original jurisdictions)
- the first studies of asbestos litigation, providing empirical data in 1983 on what was then an emerging mass tort—and establishing the ICJ as the preeminent source of information on a civil justice issue that has recently emerged as a focus of considerable controversy once again
- the only comprehensive household survey of accidental injury compensation in the United States, producing breakthroughs in our understanding in 1991 of issues ranging from the costs of accidents in America to the litigiousness of Americans
- the transaction costs of litigation in the United States, providing data on the fraction of system costs received by claimants (a 1986 study that continues to be cited today).

Neutral Observer
The ICJ has made another key contribution by conducting objective research on an institution that is inherently based upon competing positions of advocacy, both in the courtroom and in public policy debates. Strict adherence to RAND’s quality control standards and to the input and oversight of our board have helped to create a body of research that is widely regarded as the only nonpartisan voice in these debates. The following are recent examples:

- our 2002 asbestos study, which was cited in congressional debates by senators of both parties and was also cited in both majority and dissenting opinions of a recent U.S. Supreme Court case
- our 2004 workers’ compensation study, which was cited in California Senate testimony by both labor and business interests. Our recommendations were incorporated into the recent California reform legislation (SB 899). As a result, the new law makes California the first state to base the assignment of disability benefits on empirical evidence about the earnings losses attributable to different impairments.
We serve policy precisely by maintaining the role of neutral observer. Although we have managed to aggravate some of our financial supporters, who are not always satisfied with the results of our studies, these same supporters usually come back to us because they know we call it like it is. Our objectivity provides a basis from which opposing parties can accommodate one another’s views and resolve policy disputes.

Looking to the Future

Today, there is once again considerable concern over the state of civil justice in the United States. In the past 25 years, the civil justice system has grown increasingly complex, in part because of the growing complexity of the world in which we live and hence of the legal system undergirding that world.

We asked a number of our researchers and board members each to comment on an issue he or she feels strongly about, one that is likely to require a policy response in the future. The essays in the following pages reflect both the growing complexity of the world and the continuing responses of the courts:

• An increasing reliance on settlements, together with mediation and arbitration, has led to a decreasing reliance on trials to resolve disputes and an unintended threat to our core notions of justice itself (Judge Patrick Higginbotham).
• Technology has increased the burden placed on the courts by technology-driven evidence (Roberta Katz).
• Globalization has led to the worldwide adoption of American-style mass torts (Deborah Hensler) and to the arrival of catastrophic terrorism in our country, with accompanying challenges to our compensation system (Kenneth Feinberg).
• Widespread concerns about medical malpractice and product safety have greatly complicated the problem of compensating individuals for medical injuries (David Studdert and Steven Garber).
• Recent corporate scandals in the United States have exemplified the growing role of securities fraud litigation (Eric Talley).

In conclusion, given the increasing legal complexity of various aspects of our daily lives, Robert Peck argues that a neutral voice, providing unbiased empirical data to improve civil justice policy, may be needed more than ever. ■

Related Reading


The Disappearing Trial and Why We Should Care

By the Honorable Patrick E. Higginbotham

Judge Higginbotham sits on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit and is a member of the board of overseers of the RAND Institute for Civil Justice.

Throughout our history, we have subscribed to a system of open justice, dispensed in public courthouses owned by the public and paid for by the public, staffed by professional judges compensated from the public purse, with lay juries and professional trial lawyers as champions of the parties. The right to a trial is enshrined as part of the fabric of the American legal system.

Yet there is growing evidence that the trial is disappearing. Over the past 40 years, trials of every category of case in the federal courts—both civil and criminal—have steadily declined in number. Based on one set of data, civil trials, both bench and jury, have fallen from 5,802 in 1962 to 4,569 in 2002. As a percentage of all civil dispositions, the number of trials has dropped from 11.5 percent to 1.8 percent. Similarly, the number of criminal trials has dropped from 14–15 percent of all criminal dispositions in 1976 to about 2 percent in 2002.

A similar decline appears to be taking place in the vastly larger systems of state courts, although the data are more elusive. In ten states with comparable data, for example, the total number of civil dispositions in general jurisdiction courts decreased 12 percent between 1993 and 2002, but the number of civil trials dropped 32 percent. In 13 states, the total number of criminal dispositions rose 124 percent between 1976 and 2002, but the number of criminal trials decreased 18 percent.

Why trials are disappearing, and the related but even more difficult question of what it means, is not easy to say. On the criminal side, the chief reason behind the demise of the trial is that sentencing has been largely taken from the federal trial judge by congressional enactment of sentencing guidelines. These complex guidelines have effectively eliminated judicial discretion in sentencing. The guidelines have also given criminal prosecutors power in plea bargaining—a power that places a much higher risk on any defendant who chooses to go to trial. The end result of the guidelines is that the U.S. Congress has dramatically raised the cost of exercising one’s constitutional right to trial.

On the civil side, the causes for the disappearing trial are different. The initial driving force away from civil trials was the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which were put in place in 1938. The rules allow a complainant to plead a claim in short and plain language. The rules also give both parties the right to discover the facts of the claims and defenses before trial. This “discovery” right, intended to facilitate private settlement by forcing the parties to lay all their cards on the table, enjoyed initial success.

But as the pretrial discovery process expanded over the decades from the 1930s to the 1970s, judges increasingly became “managers” of the process. In response, Congress in the 1970s set out to free judges for trial duties by creating federal magistrates. Most judges quickly handed off the burdensome task of

Discovery has now become the main event— the endgame— in pretrial civil litigation proceedings.
managing discovery to the magistrates, who were appointed by the district judges for statutory terms. Ironically, the magistrate system has mostly accelerated the movement toward an administrative processing of disputes rather than enabling trial judges to try cases.

Discovery has now become the main event—the endgame—in pretrial civil litigation proceedings. With less and less expectation of trial, the role for discovery envisioned by the 1938 reform has been greatly expanded. Despite the virtues of discovery—indeed, its necessity in many cases—its excesses have made the formal trial process less attractive than almost any alternative, including arbitration.

Furthermore, because judges and lawyers are increasingly unskilled and inexperienced in the mechanics of a trial, the measure of what is relevant in discovery itself has become blurred at best. The result is that mountains of information are often called for, even if such information would not be particularly pertinent in a trial setting.

An additional "culprit" in the steady decline of the civil trial is the gradual rise of alternative dispute resolution (ADR). Clearly, the declining number of civil trials over the past three decades parallels the rise of ADR, including structured mediation and arbitration. Yet it is not clear how much the shift toward ADR reflects the merit of the process itself—in other words, a competitive success in the legal marketplace over trials.

Instead, much of the shift toward ADR could be the result of a system skewed both by mandates from Congress and judges that ADR be given the highest priority in the pretrial process and by the private bar's seizure of the economic opportunity afforded by the additional effort required of attorneys in ADR programs. This trend is also encouraged by a profound change in the views of the U.S. Supreme Court, which now warmly embraces arbitration—a sea change from its original hostility to the enactment of the American Arbitration Act in 1925.

This new anti-trial culture is nourished further by the extraordinary numbers of prisoner cases that are filed in the federal court. There is virtually no expectation of trial in prisoner cases (which are civil cases filed by prisoners). This huge set of cases, though processed mostly by the offices of federal magistrates, nevertheless affects the entire federal court system. As an example, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit now employs more than 55 staff lawyers just to sort through the cases and to cast them in a manageable form for the judges. The point is not that prisoner litigation is handled improperly or can be abandoned, but rather that
this set of disputes contributes to a growing emphasis on administrative processing over trial.

With fewer and fewer trials, this incremental change feeds on itself. Both the bench and the bar have become increasingly comfortable with the disconnect between pretrial and trial proceedings that results from the disappearance of the trial as the ultimate resolution of a dispute.

To be fair, the settlement of disputes is a public good and is not at issue here. Moreover, the judicial system does not have the resources to try more than a fraction of all criminal and civil filings. What is of concern is the continuing diminishment of the enforcement of the law by trial, either by jury or by judge.

The growing imbalance between the numbers of cases decided by trial and those settled either under the threat of trial or in mediation and arbitration generates outcomes that have gone largely unexamined. Among the most disconcerting of these outcomes are:

- the potential loss of focus on the intent of the controlling law in these cases
- the perils of “private justice” in a system designed to be public and non-discriminatory
- the worrisome disconnect between trial and pretrial phases, resulting both from an expanded discovery process and from increasingly distant and detached mediations and arbitrations.

Our trial system has been remarkably resilient and has served the country well, particularly in times of political turmoil and controversy. It is often said that the rule of law is America’s secular god and the courthouses its temples. If that expression captures any truth, then the growth of private adjudication at the expense of public trials comes at great cost.
How Can We Improve the Legal System?

Move It into the Information Age

By Roberta Reiff Katz

Roberta Reiff Katz, former general counsel of Netscape Communications Corporation and of McCaw Cellular Communications, Inc., is a member of the board of overseers of the RAND Institute for Civil Justice. She is the author of *Justice Matters: Rescuing the Legal System for the 21st Century.*

While many Americans may believe their civil justice system no longer serves the average person, even the “well-heeled” dread going to court. Today, most companies assume an average lawsuit will cost hundreds of thousands of dollars in attorneys’ fees (not to mention the soft costs of employee time devoted to document requests and depositions), can take years to conclude, and may well lead to a result that has nothing to do with culpability.

Such attitudes toward the legal system are relatively new. Back in the 1950s, lawyers and courts were viewed more as noble defenders of justice (in the “Perry Mason” style). Why the change? Some blame lawyers, pointing to high hourly billing rates, the push to run practices like businesses, and the new, take-no-prisoners quality of lawyer behavior. Others blame judges and court administrators, noting case backlogs and decrepit facilities. Finally, many blame present-day society, arguing that it promotes a lottery mentality in which lawsuits enable plaintiffs to hit the jackpot. While there is some truth to all these claims, the legal system has a more fundamental source of dysfunction: The system can no longer process the volume and technicality of the information litigants bring to it.

Our legal system is based on an adversary system that has three elements: (1) the right of parties to present evidence to a judge and jury; (2) the need for the judge and jury to be “neutral and passive” (deciding only on the basis of the parties’ evidence); and (3) the use of procedural rules and professional codes of conduct to govern the collection, presentation, and testing of such evidence. While this is fairly common knowledge, it is more surprising to realize that our adversary system is the product of legal reforms begun in 18th-century England to meet the needs of an industrial age society experiencing new economic forces, urbanization, and a growing middle class.
The heart of our adversary system is evidence, and the heart of evidence is information. Thinking back to the 1950s, it is easy to see that information then was very different than it is today, both in quantity and character. Today, we are bombarded with vast quantities of information from multiple sources, including newspapers, magazines, radio, television, web sites, cellular phones, fax machines, and email. All these sources create information that can become evidence in a lawsuit. Computers and copiers add further to the volume of potential evidence; in the past, when documents were typed with carbon paper, they were shorter in length, and fewer copies existed.

Not only is there more information today, but the character of information has also changed. In particular, much of the information that the courts deal with today has become specialized. For example, while most lawyers and doctors were generalists in the 1950s, today every field and subfield has its own special vocabulary and methodology, which are not always understandable to outsiders.

Yet despite these fundamental changes in the nature of information, we continue to expect our adversary system to operate as before. We presume that the same basic procedures are sufficient to collect, to present, and to evaluate evidence, even when we know there are vastly increased amounts of evidence in almost any kind of civil case. We further presume that, no matter how complex or specialized the issues, any citizen qualified to be a juror is capable of fully understanding and evaluating the evidence.

Such faulty presumptions have turned our adversary system partially on its head. Procedures that are intended to help bring the parties before the decision-makers—the judge and jury—have instead become the tools that attorneys use to keep a case from ever reaching trial. One technique for ending a lawsuit before trial is to bury the other side in paper and electronic data. The need for high-priced experts to assist in interpreting specialized evidence can make the cost of a case prohibitive. The change in the volume and character of evidence is a key reason why trials drag on for months and even then do not always lead to just results. It is now commonplace for lawyers to hire jury consultants to help the lawyers win on the basis of style rather than substance, precisely because the evidence can be so difficult for a layperson to comprehend.

In fact, the fear of not being understood in the courtroom is a key reason why many companies turn to arbitration and mediation to resolve their disputes. Arbitration and mediation can address both the expertise issues and the cost concerns of litigants, and alternative dispute resolution is well suited to various kinds of disputes. Yet its wholesale use will render the common law, which depends on the evolution of court precedents, stagnant. And certain kinds of cases, such as securities class actions and mass torts, are better resolved in the courts.

To reinvigorate the adversary system, more than a tweaking is in order. The procedural rules and the professional codes require attention; for instance, the much-abused discovery rules should be thoroughly reviewed with the information age in mind. Changes to help the decisionmakers also are urgently needed; for example, judges and jurors need better ways to obtain unbiased education about hard-to-understand evidence. Neutral experts and even specialized classes could help. The use of more-specialized courts is another major reform to be considered. And, of course, the courts need to streamline virtually all their administrative processes through new communications and storage technologies.

The question that remains is, what role will the courts play? So far, one sees mainly isolated, piecemeal solutions, such as using electronic technology for case management, creating new rules to allow jurors to take notes and to ask questions, providing more subject-matter training for judges, and establishing a few specialized courts for commercial disputes.

Some groups, such as the National Center for State Courts—through its recently introduced Civil Justice Reform Initiative—are taking a more comprehensive approach that can lead to more-uniform results. These groups recognize that, just as the English legal system needed to be reformed for the industrial age, the American legal system also will have to change to meet the needs of the information age.
What Have We Learned About Compensating Victims of Terrorism?

By Kenneth R. Feinberg
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Following the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, the U.S. Congress immediately enacted a no-fault administrative compensation scheme—the September 11th Victim Compensation Fund of 2001—designed to provide tax-free awards to the almost 3,000 families who lost a family member on 9/11 and to those victims who were physically injured on that fateful day. By all accounts, the fund has been an unprecedented success.

Over 97 percent of those eligible voluntarily applied to the fund rather than choosing to litigate against the airlines, the World Trade Center, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, the Massachusetts Port Authority, and others. The average tax-free award to surviving family members was more than $2 million, with physical injury awards ranging from $500 to $8.6 million for a survivor who had suffered third-degree burns over 85 percent of his body. By the time the fund terminated on June 15, 2004, it had awarded more than $7 billion to 5,553 eligible families and victims.

Despite its success, the fund has raised two central issues that need to be examined in full and submitted to open public debate: Who should be compensated? And by how much?

Regarding the first issue, why is the fund limited in scope to the narrowly defined category of victims of the 9/11 tragedy? What about the victims of the Oklahoma City bombing in 1995 or the victims of the U.S. embassy bombings in Kenya and Tanzania in 1998? Why aren’t those people eligible for such public compensation? Indeed, what about the families of those who died in the first World Trade Center terrorist attack in 1993? How does one justify excluding them from the fund?

These questions go to the heart of a political and philosophical debate over the role of public compensation in a free society. One approach to dealing with this issue is to try to make fine-line distinctions among potential claimants by prioritizing victims. For example, one could distinguish between victims who...
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suffer from foreign as opposed to domestic terrorism, or between those who maintain an effective right to litigate and those who don’t. But such distinctions are ultimately unconvincing and certainly sound hollow to potential claimants seeking public compensation. You will never convince a family who lost a loved one in Oklahoma City or in the 1993 World Trade Center attack that it makes sense to restrict public compensation to 9/11 victims. Prioritizing victims is risky business.

Instead, the only effective and convincing way to limit the scope of public compensation is to evaluate the problem from the perspective of the community rather than the victims. Such an approach would delineate the scope of a public compensation scheme and determine who is eligible after the fact, looking at the psychic scars the nation as a whole suffered and the nation’s immediate response following a terrorist attack.

Under this approach, the 9/11 victims are eligible for tax-free compensation because Congress deemed the magnitude and scope of 9/11 to be unique, greater than any previous related act of terrorism. In this sense, what makes 9/11 different is the community response following it. In terms of psychic scars, it affects the population in a similar way as the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, the attack on Pearl Harbor, and the American Civil War.

This emphasis on community response rather than victim characteristics seems the only convincing way to justify the limited scope and restrictive eligibility criteria of the federal 9/11 fund. Of course, such an approach undercuts any attempt to fashion eligibility criteria in advance, since a congressional response will depend on the effects of such an attack on our national community and since the barometer used to gauge public sentiment is by definition unknowable until and unless the terrorist event occurs.

Beyond the issue of who should be compensated in a public compensation scheme like the 9/11 fund is the issue of how much individuals should be compensated. The current law mandates that eligible claimants receive different awards based on the economic wherewithal and future economic losses suffered by the victims. Thus, in the overwhelming majority of cases, the stockbroker’s family receives more public compensation than the waiter’s family, the banker’s family more than the fireman’s family, the next of kin of the bond trader who died at the World Trade Center more than the family of the corporal who died at the Pentagon.

Such an approach is tort based, grounded in the recognition that the loss of future earnings should be a relevant consideration in promoting just compensation. Juries do exactly this every day in every courtroom in our nation. But they do it quietly, according to local community standards and mores, and outside the public eye. Asking one individual to do so, such as a special master acting pursuant to a very visible public law, is another matter altogether. And when that individual is also mandated to offset other collateral sources of income, such as life insurance and pension income, this is most decidedly not merely a tort-based concept and further complicates matters.

A strong argument can be made that—if and when there is a next time and if and when compensation for terrorist victims is once again considered by Congress—all eligible claimants, however defined, should be given the same tax-free awards. Such a flat-payment approach would not only be easier to administer but would also minimize divisiveness among eligible claimants, who would no longer be able to argue that the loss of a loved one, such as a fireman, is being undervalued in favor of the loss of a stockbroker or banker.

But such an approach still begs important questions. How much compensation would each eligible claimant receive, and who would establish such an amount? Would increased awards be allowed in certain limited cases for “exceptional circumstances”? Would access to the tort system remain unencumbered? These are important questions that must be addressed even if a flat payment is determined to be more just and efficient.

The federal September 11th Victim Compensation Fund of 2001 constitutes a unique experiment in American history, providing very generous compensation to a relatively narrow group of eligible claimants and then funding such awards through tax-free public money. The program should fuel a healthy public debate over the strengths and weaknesses of this approach when it comes to compensating those who suffer from some of life’s greatest tragedies.
Patching Holes in the Medical Malpractice System Is No Longer Enough
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Talk of a “medical malpractice crisis” is growing. The symptoms are all too familiar. Premiums for professional liability coverage are spiraling. Liability insurers are leaving the market. Health care providers are pressing for reforms to ease the burden of litigation and insurance costs. The trial bar is vigorously opposing any reforms that restrict the ability of injured patients to sue for compensation. And policymakers, seeking solutions, are caught between the diametrically opposed demands of two powerful professional groups—physicians and trial lawyers—both of which claim that patients’ interests are their guiding motivation.

If this all seems like déjà vu, it should. We faced similar crises in the 1970s and 1980s. The mid-1970s crisis was chiefly one of insurance availability. As malpractice insurers pulled out of volatile markets, physicians in a number of regions struggled to find liability coverage at any price. To escape the future whims of commercial carriers, physicians formed their own insurance companies; states also established “joint underwriting organizations” to act as insurers of last resort. Unfortunately, in the long run, securing coverage was not enough. A huge surge in the premium costs in many regions of the country during the early-to-mid-1980s precipitated a second crisis, one of affordability.

The current crisis appears to be one of both availability and affordability. St. Paul’s Companies, one of the nation’s largest writers of medical malpractice insurance, announced in late 2001 that it was dropping this product line altogether. An exodus of insurers followed over the next two years, leaving thousands of physicians scrambling to find alternative coverage. In some states, such as Pennsylvania, the remaining insurers have either declined to write new policies or offered coverage only to physicians with unblemished claims records. Physicians have had to turn to their local joint underwriting associations, where they’ve found prohibitively high rates. In states such as Florida that do not require physicians to carry liability insurance, a growing number of physicians are “going bare”—a strategy in which physicians forgo insurance altogether and attempt to put their financial assets beyond reach of potential plaintiffs.

How are legislators responding? The short answer is that they are responding with pretty much the same tort reforms as before. As in the 1970s and 1980s, caps on non-economic damages are a popular counter. The Bush administration has come out strongly in support of caps, a response likely driven by the perception

Policymakers are caught between the diametrically opposed demands of two powerful professional groups.
that increases in the frequency of multimillion-dollar awards have fueled the current crisis. Previous research on the efficacy of caps has found that caps significantly reduce payouts, and some studies have also linked caps to reductions in premiums. But too little attention has been paid to the specific types of claims that are affected by caps and to the equity implications of applying a flat dollar cap. A recent study from the RAND Institute for Civil Justice provides valuable new information in this area (see news story on pp. 6–7).

Another tort reform strategy seeks to curb the rates and costs of litigation by limiting how much access plaintiffs have to the courts—for example, by shortening the time within which patients must lodge their claims. Yet another approach involves altering liability rules to make it more difficult for plaintiffs to recover compensation. New standards for informed consent, evidence, and expert witnesses are all examples of this approach.

Unfortunately, although such conventional tort reforms will calm the liability insurance market temporarily, they will do no more than that. Future crises are a safe bet. More important, the health care system and our knowledge of it have changed over the past decade, and they’ve changed in ways that demand more-creative responses to the perceived problem of litigation.

One change is that patient safety and the prevention of medical errors have become major policy issues. A series of landmark studies over the past 15 years has shed light on the enormous burden imposed by medical injury and has offered insights into how medical errors occur. Lessons from these studies have inspired the catch phrases of the modern patient-safety movement: blame-free environments, transparency, adverse-event reporting, disclosure of adverse outcomes to patients, and systemic approaches to understanding and combating errors.

Such aspirations could hardly be more at odds with the hallmarks of the tort system, with its individualized inquiries of fault, its adversarial proceedings, and its secrecy. Reconciling this clash of cultures presents a major challenge for researchers and policymakers alike—a challenge that traditional tort reforms completely bypass.

The spread of “defensive medicine” is another change in the health care landscape. Deterrence is, of course, one of the main objectives of malpractice litigation: By deterring substandard care, so the theory goes, tort law helps to improve quality. But the evidence of a deterrent effect in health care is stunningly thin. Ironically, the strongest indications that litigation drives changes in provider behavior suggest that the effects on quality may actually run in the opposite direction. Defensive medical practices, such as the over-ordering of tests and physicians’ refusal to perform risky procedures, are deviations from sound medical practice—deviations induced by a threat of liability.
An ever-expanding armory of diagnostic technologies creates fresh reasons and opportunities for defensiveness. Although the problem of defensive medicine is fairly well established, its pervasiveness continues to be the subject of fierce debate. Unfortunately, there are no reliable estimates of its fiscal effects on the health care system. Such data would inject valuable information into the debate.

A third change in the health care system is the nature of physician and hospital reimbursement for health care services. The advent of managed care has significantly constrained the ability of these providers to absorb premium hikes by passing them on to payers. Some commentators are concerned that the combination of rising premiums and tighter reimbursement will squeeze physicians out of practice, or at least drive them away from regions, patients, or procedures. The implications of such behavior for quality of care and access to services are potentially serious. Hence, careful monitoring of the situation is critical.

Measuring the scope and scale of malpractice litigation itself remains a perennial problem. Because the litigation is almost exclusively based in state courts, tracking it is a notoriously difficult task. RAND research has proven to be a credible and much-relied-upon source of information in this area with its reports on caseload trends in the civil justice system. For example, a recent study shows that malpractice verdicts have grown steadily as a proportion of all tort verdicts nationally, from 2 percent in the 1960s to 7 percent in the 1980s to 15 percent in the 1990s. No other category of tort verdicts has experienced an increase of this magnitude.

Taken together, the shifts in the legal and health care spheres described above demand innovative responses. There is a growing sense that standard tort reforms merely tinker at the edges of a system that is patently dysfunctional to its core. As a recent Institute of Medicine report concluded, experimentation with alternative approaches to the compensation of medical injuries is sorely needed.

The prospect of wholesale redesign of the medical malpractice system raises some key research questions. What departures from the traditional court-based methods of adjudicating negligence are feasible? What alternatives will pass muster under state and federal constitutions? Negligence aside, what other criteria may be used to more efficiently and effectively determine patients’ eligibility for compensation? What type of system redesign promises the greatest returns in terms of error reduction? If we dodge meaningful reform and ignore such tough questions, the result, a decade from now, is entirely predictable: déjà vu all over again.
Should We Give Up on Medical Product Liability?

**By Steven Garber**
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Product liability, which holds manufacturers liable for injuries associated with their products in some circumstances, is among the most contentious domains of civil justice policy. For more than two decades, the U.S. Senate has repeatedly debated product liability, an issue that had previously been the sole province of the states. These debates have led to federal legislation that limits liability for four types of products—childhood vaccines, small aircraft, biomaterials in implanted medical devices, and antiterrorism technologies—in each case because of widespread concerns that the products would not be available unless manufacturers were less threatened by liability.

But after decades of fierce lobbying, substantial campaign contributions, acrimony, filibusters, unsuccessful cloture votes, and a presidential veto, no broad-based federal product liability legislation has been adopted. Nor is a consensus emerging that product liability policy should be left to the states. As with many policy issues facing America today, the federal debate over product liability is deadlocked.

There is growing interest in a radically different approach to pursuing the social goals of product liability. This approach would entail replacing rather than revising product liability for medical products.

The two key social goals of product liability are (1) deterring the adoption of unreasonably unsafe product designs, production processes, and product warnings and (2) fairly compensating those who are injured while using unreasonably unsafe products. In theory, a product liability system can effectively—indeed, perfectly—promote both of these goals. It seems that in practice, however, product liability often fails to do a satisfactory job of either deterring or compensating.

Regarding deterrence, my 1993 study of product liability for pharmaceuticals and medical devices found a mixture of socially desirable and undesirable effects. Among the former were hastening the withdrawal of unreasonably hazardous products and encouraging compliance with U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulations. Among the undesirable consequences were discouraging innovation in some product areas and tailoring product warnings to promote the legal safety of manufacturers rather than the physical safety of consumers.

Regarding compensation, which I did not analyze in my 1993 study, both the patterns and costs seem discouraging. As for patterns, there appear to be major disparities in compensation received by individuals in similar circumstances. The disparities stem from several factors: difficulties in determining causes of injuries; differences in skill and charisma among attorneys and expert witnesses; varying attitudes of individual judges and juries; and somewhat infrequent, but sometimes enormous, punitive damage awards. As for costs, our dispute-driven system requires troubling amounts of
resources, such as the time of claimants, attorneys, judges, and juries. Indeed, a 1986 RAND study conducted by Jim Kakalik and Nick Pace found that for a variety of tort cases, including product liability, it took about $1.34 worth of resources to transfer each $1 in compensation to plaintiffs.

Such problems help to explain the growing interest in an entirely new policy approach: giving up on product liability for medical products. Proponents of this approach argue for relying on FDA regulation to assure product safety and instituting an administrative system for compensation. FDA regulation of drugs and high-risk medical devices is perhaps the most stringent of all federal product-safety regulation. A no-fault compensation system could, in principle, greatly lower the transaction costs and narrow the disparities in compensation among people in similar situations.

If uncoupling safety assurance from injury compensation for medical products begins to attract interest from many policymakers, they will—and should—have a lot of questions. Many of them will be directed to the RAND Institute for Civil Justice. These questions will be of two general forms: (1) How well is the current tort-based system of product liability working? and (2) What are the challenges and pitfalls in relying on administrative regulation and compensation instead?

Regarding the first question, the major empirical gap is the lack of systematic study of compensation patterns for medical product injuries. Regarding the second question, there are many administrative design issues that will call for systematic analysis. These issues will include the types of injuries that should trigger compensation for users of particular medical products, the amounts of compensation, the cost of operating the system, and the pros and cons of alternative financing mechanisms.

Abandonment of product liability for all medical products is all but unimaginable during the next five—or even ten—years. But the possibility could find its way onto the policy agenda in that time frame. If such a proposal gains traction, then attention will focus, more likely than not, on how to get started—more specifically, on the kinds of products and injuries that might be most amenable to removal from the product liability system. Thoughtful, empirically grounded consideration of the pros and cons of turning away from disputes over medical product injuries could breathe life into a policy debate that has relied for too long on anecdotes and exaggerations and seems to be heading nowhere.
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The Globalization of Mass Litigation
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The establishment of the ICJ in 1979 coincided—perhaps not entirely by accident—with the growth of mass tort litigation in the United States. Although asbestos and tobacco lawsuits are now viewed as emblematic mass torts, most of the early mass tort cases targeted the pharmaceutical industry. By the mid-1980s, the courts were awash with suits against the manufacturers of contraceptive devices and pregnancy-related drugs.

Commentators distinguish mass tort litigation from more-ordinary torts (typically individual claims for personal injury or property damage) on a number of different dimensions. Some commentators are struck mainly by the scale of the litigation: thousands of cases—sometimes tens of thousands—brought against one or a few companies, representing a risk so huge as to threaten the existence of major corporations. Other commentators focus on the aggregative procedures—such as multidistrict litigation, consolidation, class actions, and other global settlement devices—that judges, lawyers, and parties have adopted to reduce the costs of resolving large numbers of cases.

The mass personal injury and property damages lawsuits of the 1980s were not the United States’ first experience with large-scale litigation. The amendment of Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (the modern class-action rule) in 1966 was followed by a surge of consumer antitrust and securities litigation. However, within a few years, the courts had imposed limits on the application of the newly revised rule. By the late 1970s, controversy over class actions had died down, and it was tort reform, rather than class-action reform, that stirred the ICJ’s initial sponsors.

It was not until the mid-1990s, nearly 20 years later, that the growth in securities and consumer litigation stirred renewed controversy over class actions. By 2000—with “traditional” mass tort litigation (such as asbestos cases) surging and state attorneys general targeting the tobacco, gun, managed care, and fast food industries—mass torts and class-action reform were back in the headlines. Now, mass tort lawsuits, including class actions, are spreading worldwide.

A Global “Disease”? Much has been written about the benefits and costs of the expansion of mass litigation. One thing is clear: When it comes to civil litigation, the old adage “there’s strength in numbers” has special meaning. For good or ill, mass litigation, in all its varied forms, has unlocked the courthouse doors to Americans with diverse claims ranging from discrimination to consumer fraud to personal injury to violations of human rights.

But what happens outside the United States? A decade ago, I was often introduced to foreign audiences as an expert on “the American disease,” defined variously as “popular litigiousness,” “contingent fee lawyering,” and “class actions run amok.” Foreign corporate representatives said they wanted to learn more about American-style litigation so they could determine how to keep it from their shores. American corporate representatives offered data showing
the slimness of their litigation budgets for products marketed abroad, compared with budgets for products marketed here at home.

When I travel outside the United States today, in contrast, I am as likely to be consulted on how to fashion an American-style litigation system—or how to negotiate within one. Class actions are available in several Canadian provinces. The English courts have adopted a “group litigation” procedure that provides for the collection of civil suits arising out of the same or similar factual circumstances. The procedure operates much like “multidistricting,” the procedure for consolidating cases in the U.S. federal courts. Australia has adopted a class-action rule modeled on Rule 23, as has Indonesia. Brazil’s consumer code includes a provision for class actions. Sweden recently debated legislation providing for class actions. And corporations around the world must come to U.S. courts to defend themselves against class-action claims under the Alien Tort Claims Act.

More-subtle signs of a worldwide convergence toward American-style mass litigation abound. Last year, a Taiwanese lawyer visiting Stanford as a Fulbright scholar wrote a paper for my complex litigation seminar on “representative securities litigation” in Taiwan, which bears considerable resemblance to class actions here. A Venezuelan lawyer in the same seminar wrote about how Venezuelan lawyers joined the mass tort litigation against Ford and Firestone in U.S. courts. An American class-action attorney and guest lecturer noted that his firm’s practice is becoming increasingly internationalized.

This past fall, the Taiwanese student arranged a meeting for me with Taiwanese workers who were pursuing a toxic exposure case in Taiwan’s courts. The workers wanted to discuss whether and how they might gain access to U.S. courts. This past spring, several dozen law schools—consciously modeled after American law schools—opened in Japan, allegedly in response to Japanese corporations’ calls for more lawyers to deal with the demands of globalization.

Or Just a Symptom?
It is tempting to think that the “American disease” is indeed being spread throughout the world by American lawyers. But while civil procedures honed in U.S. courts may play a key role in shaping mass litigation around the world, the litigation itself reflects deeper trends that are spreading worldwide. Some scholars have suggested that as standards of living increase, people seem to have less taste for risk; perhaps they have less tolerance for questionable business practices as well. Globalization also imposes new requirements on businesses worldwide, including the requirement to comply with myriad governmental regulations.

But must an increased global desire for what Stanford law professor Lawrence Friedman has dubbed “total justice” lead inevitably to more litigation? The desire could lead instead to demands for government investigation of mass injustices and for social compensation schemes—for public rather than private enforcement of rights and obligations.

The American experience suggests that a preference for private litigation as a strategy for achieving economic and social aims may flow naturally from an antigovernment, capitalist ethos. Perhaps we should not be surprised if the global spread of capitalism and the worldwide promotion of the rule of law lead other countries to make more use of their courts and to look more kindly on adopting private litigation strategies to achieve policy objectives. As lawyers and litigants around the world look into their mirrors, increasingly, the faces they see are ours.
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A Venezuelan tire store owner moves some old Firestone tires in Caracas, Venezuela, in August 2000. Venezuelan authorities have sought to hold Ford Motor Co. and Bridgestone/Firestone Inc. responsible for at least ten deaths in 62 car accidents allegedly caused by defective tires on Ford Explorers distributed in Venezuela.
Securities Fraud Class Actions

70 Years Young
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By most measures, today’s securities fraud class actions—which offer individual investors the chance to seek redress for losses stemming from the violation of federal securities laws—are sophisticated, well organized, and significant. But perhaps more than anything, they are big, big business.

Not only have the sheer number of private securities class actions been trending decidedly upward in the last eight years, but the average settlements have similarly increased, from around $10 million in 1996 to well over $20 million last year. That is more than a 10 percent annual increase in the amount of the average settlement in the United States.

Notwithstanding the enormity of these figures, securities fraud litigation is a relatively youthful species in the world of private class actions. Until the 1930s, private individuals could bring fraud litigation against corporations only in extremely limited circumstances. But after the passage of the Securities and Exchange Acts in 1933 and 1934, courts gradually began to reshape and to expand the opportunities that underlie private class actions.

By the 1970s, the U.S. Supreme Court had recognized the right of individuals to sue under the most general of securities fraud provisions (so-called Rule 10b-5 suits) but restricted such lawsuits to those individuals who had bought or sold securities (such as stocks and bonds) during the period of an alleged fraud. In the 1980s, the court helped catalyze a surge in plaintiff litigation by permitting class actions to go forward even if the plaintiff could not demonstrate that each class member had relied upon (or even knew about) the alleged act of fraud.

This surge in class-action filings continued well into the 1990s. From a legal perspective, though, the pendulum began to swing determinedly in the opposite direction. In 1994, for example, the Supreme Court eliminated “aiding and abetting” theories of liability for private plaintiffs, effectively negating most private actions against lawyers, accountants, and auditors who merely assisted the issuers of securities in committing fraud. In 1995, the U.S. Congress got in on the act, passing a comprehensive statutory reform that introduced pleading and evidentiary protections for defendants and enhanced the safeguards for firms that make misleading forecasts of future earnings.

Because these federal reforms were widely perceived to favor defendants, the immediate (and, in hindsight, obvious) response from the plaintiff’s bar was to relocate some litigation to the state level, resuscitating little-used state antifraud statutes. Congress effectively ended this migration to state law in 1998 by amending its earlier legislation to make federal law preempt state law for class actions.

The increasingly difficult road faced by securities class-action claimants during the late 1990s perhaps helped to fuel a perfect storm for the spate of corporate scandals that came to light beginning in 2001 (see the figure). Now, well into the decade, we are on the cusp of yet another landmark transition in securities class actions with the passage of the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002 (or SOX).

The SOX legislation will almost certainly change the future dynamics and characteristics of many secu-
rities fraud class actions through a number of different avenues. First, because the legislation extends the time limitations that class-action plaintiffs have to file a private action, filing rates are likely to increase, and dismissal rates may even decrease.

Second (and less directly), the SOX reforms may fundamentally change the way in which private and public enforcement interacts. Historically, private litigants tended to shy away from pursuing the same defendants pursued by the federal Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), because the fines and penalties collected by the SEC depleted the resources that plaintiffs could claim for themselves. Consequently, private and public litigation largely served as complementary institutions.

SOX, however, specifically advises the SEC to set aside a significant portion of its recovery into a “fair fund” to be used to compensate private litigants. Under this mandate, private litigants are more likely to target the same companies targeted by the SEC, waiting for the government to use its procedural advantages in litigation to obtain verdicts and then drawing on the fund created by the government’s efforts. Ironically, this aspect of SOX may well have the ultimate effect of narrowing the reach of securities fraud laws, because public and private enforcers are now more likely to replicate one another’s efforts.

A third way in which the SOX legislation is likely to alter the dynamics of securities fraud class actions is related to a number of corporate governance and executive compensation reforms embedded within the legislation. The reforms require, among other things, chief executive officer (CEO) certification of financial reports; mandatory reports on internal controls within firms; independence requirements for auditors, boards, and subcommittees; and various prohibitions on the type and timing of CEO compensation.

On first blush, these provisions would not appear to have a direct effect on private class actions, because such cases specifically prohibit private plaintiffs from filing suit after a violation. Nevertheless, if the past few decades have taught us anything, it is that the securities bar is highly creative and adaptive. It is virtually certain that private plaintiffs will attempt to point to SOX violations routinely as evidence for more general securities fraud allegations, even if those specific violations do not immediately give rise to liability. It is hard to imagine that courts will not be at least marginally receptive to such arguments. On the other hand, the SOX reforms might inspire good corporate governance reforms, which could help to reduce litigation risk by making shareholders less reliant on their threat to litigate. All of these are empirically researchable questions.

But even beyond SOX, the face of securities class actions may also change through other forces. For example, the facts that give rise to securities class actions in a typical case are often (though not always) related to claims that shareholders make in “derivative” litigation under state law. As distinct from class actions, shareholder derivative actions involve a single, self-appointed plaintiff who files suit against a company’s managers on behalf of the entire corporation. While class actions have historically proven to be the most lucrative and attractive, recent years have seen a significant increase in the number of shareholder derivative suits that could be brought just as easily as securities fraud actions.

State courts, moreover, are becoming unexpectedly receptive to such claims. In many ways, then, the derivative action has become the chief state-law alternative to the federal class action, at least since the effective elimination of state law securities class actions in 1998. Understanding the trends in federal securities litigation over the next few decades, then, will require that we keep tabs on this additional trend in the state courts as well.

Many of the changes in federal and state laws relating to securities fraud over the past 70 years have shifted the balance between plaintiffs and defendants. The balance is shifting once again, in both intended and unintended ways. Continuing research in these areas will help policymakers shape these still youthful laws into mature ones.
A Time for Facts, Not Overblown Anecdotes
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The Cardiff Giant was once called America's greatest hoax. The elaborately concocted 19th-century fraud involved a 10-foot, 3,000-pound stone sculpture of a man passed off as a petrified giant from an earlier age. Even after its true origin became known, large paying audiences continued to flock to it. P. T. Barnum, the self-titled “Prince of Humbug,” attempted to purchase the giant for his circus, offering the then-incredible sum of $60,000. When his offer was spurned, he had a wooden duplicate carved. In December 1869, the original giant and Barnum’s wooden copy competed for customers in New York City, two blocks away from each other. Perhaps owing to Barnum’s showmanship, the ersatz version outdrew the original.

Like an audience that wants to believe the unbelievable, policymakers and the public have jumped into the tort-reform debate with little understanding of the true state and nature of the civil justice system. Treated to well-funded advocacy built around outrageous tales of frivolous lawsuits, fractured anecdotes about wealth-redistributing juries, and cartoonish portrayals of legitimate lawsuits, many people have a significantly distorted view of how our courts and juries work. Phrases like “litigation lottery” and “tort taxes” have entered the lexicon of public discourse, despite how distant these terms are from reality. In one comprehensive review of the available empirical data, University of Iowa law professor Michael Saks found the self-styled reformers’ negative characterization of juries and the civil justice system “built of little more than imagination.”

In contrast to the system portrayed as broken in these debates, the civil justice system does a remarkable job of leveling the playing field between those with political influence and wealth and those with no claim to be societal favorites. Of the millions of cases that pass through the system each year, only the smallest handful prove controversial. To be sure, the system is far from perfect, and improvement should always be sought. However, a skewed caricature of the system and wild urban myths about specific lawsuits are not the basis for wise public policy development.

Instead, two elements, often given short shrift in the debate, deserve greater attention. First, access to justice is an American birthright. With a genealogy that dates at least back to the Magna Carta and confirmed in the U.S. Constitution, the right to one’s day in court and a fair resolution of one’s claims is not “cause for consternation” but, as the U.S. Supreme Court determined in 1985 in Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel, “an attribute of our system of justice in which we ought to take pride.” Any new policy choices that are considered must harmonize with the protection of universal access to the courts. Second,
the stakes at issue—the preservation of a fair and available civil justice system—demand that policy-makers of good will look beyond the rhetoric and examine research that gives a clearer and less-fevered portrayal of the legal landscape. The ICJ’s work on these issues exemplifies the type of reliable data that can serve public policy needs in a way that pure advocacy cannot.

For instance, the ICJ’s work on trends in jury verdicts has shown that jury awards are not rising at staggering rates, but instead tend to increase in line with the rate of inflation and the underlying costs being compensated (increasingly, medical costs). ICJ research has also shown that most criticism of excessive jury awards ignores the fact that the liability system already has mechanisms for reducing such awards. One ICJ study has shown that, on average, jury awards are reduced to 71 percent of the original award through posttrial judicial actions—and that larger awards (over $10 million) are reduced, on average, to 57 percent of the original amount. This kind of empirical data, rather than raw speculation or political warfare, should fuel our determination to make the best civil justice system in the world even better.

With civil justice taking center stage in modern public policy debates, the need for research on how we can guarantee access to justice while maintaining a fair and sensible system is greater than ever. We need data that debunk the fanciful anecdotes and the unrepresentative (and often inaccurate) headlines that too often substitute for hard facts. Not to be lost in the data, though, must be the injured person’s perspective, where the real human dimensions and ramifications of any new policy direction can be understood. Only then—by relying on hard data representative of the experience of real people—will the promise of civil justice be fully realized.
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How prevalent is racial profiling? Anecdotal evidence abounds that racial profiling occurs, but to make sound policy, we need more than just anecdotes—we need hard data. One fortunate consequence of racial profiling being such a high-profile issue of late is that we now have lots of hard data; hundreds of law enforcement departments are either voluntarily collecting such data or being compelled by the U.S. Justice Department to do so.

With the data collection has come a spate of studies—using those data—that purport to show that racial profiling is either a problem (statewide studies in Texas and Massachusetts) or not a problem (a local study in Sacramento). So do such studies actually tell us whether racial profiling is occurring? Unfortunately, the answer is not black and white.

Determining whether racial profiling occurs in the decision to stop a motorist seems simple enough: Compare the collected data on the racial distribution of traffic stops against some “benchmark” of the racial distribution that we would expect if police are not racially profiling; any difference between the two distributions could be evidence of racial profiling. In Oakland, California, for example, 56 percent of those stopped are black, while, according to the census (one of the more commonly used benchmarks), only 35 percent of the population is black.

However, all benchmarks in urban settings have fatal flaws. Using the census has been widely discredited, because driving patterns and behavior may differ by race. For example, many blacks live in high-crime areas to which police devote more manpower, and, thus, blacks may be stopped more than whites simply because blacks are more exposed to the police.

Our work analyzing data from Oakland shows that it’s possible to get around the problem of benchmarks by bypassing them altogether. We looked directly at whether an officer’s ability to identify a driver’s race in advance influences whom the officer stops. Because an officer’s ability to identify a driver’s race in advance degrades as the day moves from daylight to darkness, we compared the distribution of the driver’s race in stops made in daylight to those made after dark. In particular, we compared stops occurring near the boundary of daylight and darkness—or dusk—a brief but crucial interval during the transition from day to night and during which the driving population cannot quickly change. This innovative approach produced credible results that showed little evidence of racial profiling in the decision to stop motorists.

Of course, what happens after the stop can also reveal racial profiling. In Oakland, we did see some signs of racial bias, for example, in the greater likelihood of blacks being pat-searched for weapons than whites. But had we not built comparison groups to control for factors other than racial bias—factors such as region, time of day, and age of driver—our results would have overstated the problem of racial profiling significantly and, more likely than not, led to inaccurate headlines in the local newspapers.

Racial profiling will continue to be a flash-point issue, driven on all sides by contentious debate from multiple stakeholders. While we are on the right track by collecting data—a trend that will increase if the U.S. Congress passes the End of Racial Profiling Act mandating data collection for all law enforcement agencies receiving federal funds—we must do more to ensure that credible approaches are used to analyze that data. If we fail in that charge, we run the risk of inflaming stakeholders and public opinion and, even more important, of leading policymakers to make ill-informed decisions to implement the wrong remedies.
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